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Figure 1: Building model used to profile performance of Parsip. Left figure is shaded surface with overlaid mesh. Right figure shows mesh and
internal skeletal control points.

ABSTRACT

Implicit surfaces are a mathematical representation of objects in
computer graphics which are able to create smooth surfaces that
can blend with each other automatically. They provide the foun-
dation for models that can be used in games, animation, scientific
simulation and visualization. Interactive design systems that use
polygonization methods for visualization of implicit surfaces have
difficulty in matching up interactive frame rates required for fast
response to user changes. This is one of the reasons that implicit
surfaces are not widely adapted by design artists. In this work we
propose a multi-core accelerated algorithm for high performance
rendering of skeletal implicit primitives that combine blend, con-
structive solid geometry, warp and affine transformations in a tree
data structure known as Blobtree. Our method provides interactive
frame rates for highly complex models.

Index Terms: I.3.1 [Computer Graphics]: Hardware
Architecture—Parallel processing; I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]:
Methodology and Techniques—Graphics data structures and data
types

1 INTRODUCTION

Implicit surfaces have gained increasing importance in the area of
geometric object modeling, scientific visualization, simulation, an-
imation and computer graphics. This is mainly due to their ability
to naturally blend with each other, creating smooth looking sur-
faces. They can be represented in a very compact form with a few
high-level primitives to create free-form volumes and surfaces [7].
They can be used in constructive solid geometry (CSG), affine and
warping transformations. They provide an efficient collision de-
tection mechanism, where their flexible volume deforms to make a
contact surface between colliding bodies. These properties makes
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them suitable for animation of deformable models [5].
Conceptually, implicit models are useful for the rapid creation of

characters for games or other complex models. Editing operations
can take advantage of the fact that they are volume models allowing
CSG and collision based operations. Each node in the Blobtree im-
plements a modeling operation, such as automatic blending based
on distance, CSG, various deformations and other volume based
operations. Other advantages over mesh based systems are that the
models are resolution independent and the Blobtree definition can
be very compact for network based cooperative design. The draw-
back with this methodology is slow visualization speeds. Although
direct editing operations is possible [15], complex models can only
be visualized interactively as coarse meshes. If the production of
a mesh were fast enough, implicit surfaces could be used for fast
prototyping of complex models and the mesh fed to other software
for further manipulation or visualization.

In this paper we present PARSIP a parallel implicit surfaces
polygonizer that is capable of rendering high resolution, complex
surfaces interactively.

Polygonization of implicit surfaces using space partitioning
methods has two major steps. First the bounding volume containing
the model should be subdivided into very small cubes called voxels
and then in the second pass the mesh will be extracted from those
voxels that intersects with the boundary iso-surface of the model.

The main contribution of this work is that we propose a paral-
lel algorithm for the first part of the process as well as the second,
finding the iso-surface. Our method starts dividing workload early
in the process where the defined volume is divided between cores
to be polygonized independently of each other. Although we used
Blobtree structure with underlying skeletal implicit primitives pre-
sented in [17] our method is quite general and can be applied to any
black-box definition of implicit surfaces as long as it provides the
field value at a given point in Euclidean space.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Using Blobtree structure we managed to mix skeletal primitives,
warp operators (Twist, Taper and Bend [1]), affine transformations
and CSG as stated in [17]. The surface of the model is defined at
a constant field called iso− value which is defined 0.5 in our sys-



tem and the corresponding distance to the skeleton structure of the
model at surface is called iso−distance which is the inverse of field
function at iso−value. For each skeleton primitive we can compute
the bounding box of that primitive using iso−distance. Bounding
box of a complete model is computed from skeletal primitive node
bounding boxes at the leaves.

A polygonizer samples Blobtree model as a continuous function
in 3D-space and employs numerical root finding to locate polygon
vertices for which field equals iso− value. When evaluating the
field value the tree structure will be traversed from root to leaves
and field computation is performed at each node. The final quality
of the sampled mesh depends on the frequency of sampling. For
a highly accurate mesh output, number of field evaluations will be
the bottleneck of the process.

Several different single processor polygonization algorithms
have been proposed which can be classified into space-partitioning
and adaptive surface tracking techniques [4]. These algorithms can
be further categorized based on such criteria as number of generated
triangles, topology guarantee, speed and quality of the output mesh
to name a few. This makes the choice of a method dependent on the
kind of application and the underlying data that is to be sampled by
the polygonizer.

We will first review early CPU-based space partitioning methods
and step up to recent GPU-enhanced proposed methods. The paper
[18] was the first to introduce a method for finding iso-surfaces us-
ing uniform space subdivision into cubic cells. A seed cube on the
surface was found by starting at a vertex close to each primitive and
evaluating the field at cube vertices along each of the three axes
to find a surface crossing. Vertices inside the volume were clas-
sified as ’hot’ and ’cold’ outside. A hash table was used to keep
track of processed cubes to avoid redundant field evaluations and
to avoid storing any cubes that did not contain part of the surface.
Only adjacent cubes that shared an intersecting edge with their par-
ent were processed. Ambiguous cases were addressed by taking
another sample from the center. A similar method was later intro-
duced as Marching Cubes in [12]. The main differences between
the two algorithms are that Lorenson et al. applied their method
to discrete volume data and the space was completely partitioned
into cubic voxels to be processed later, whereas in Wyvill’s method
continuous implicit models were sampled and a hashing mechanism
was used to avoid processing many non-intersecting voxels.

Bloomenthal showed that ambiguous cases can be dealt with by
subdividing the cube into tetrahedra [2] and also that a six tetra-
hedron subdivision was superior to subdividing into five [8] as the
latter configuration has mismatched diagonals in neighbouring cube
faces and does not lead to a good mesh. The fact that tetrahedral
simplices have 4 vertices reduces the total number of configurations
to 16 (or 3 by symmetry), however, the number of redundantly gen-
erated triangles as a result of this decomposition increases signif-
icantly. We will refer to marching cubes and tetrahedra, with MC
and MT respectively throughout this paper.

Beside enhancing serial algorithms some attempts were made to
increase the performance of MC by dividing the workload between
multiple CPUs or on a network grid of computers.

Mackerras [13] proposed a multiple instruction, multiple data
stream or MIMD implementation of MC algorithm. The bound-
ing volume is divided into uniform blocks and each processor runs
a serial implementation of MC on one or more blocks. They re-
ported that because of efficient usage of cache their method showed
a speed-up greater than the total number of physical processors in-
volved. Hansen and Hinker [9] presented a parallel implementation
of MC. They labeled each cube with a virtual processor identifier
to avoid complexities in communicating between processors, then
each cube is processed independently. They reported linear speed-
up by increasing the number of physical processors. Their method
spends constant time on each processor regardless of the number of

polygons in a cubic cell.
The advent of shader programs and high-level GPU program-

ming languages interested some to port serially computationally in-
tensive programs to GPU. Space partitioning methods like MC and
MT are good candidates for these devices since each cell (either
tetrahedra or cube) can represent an independent volume data to be
processed on a separate SIMD (single instruction stream, multiple
data stream) core. In [10] Johansson et al. accelerated iso-surface
extraction using graphics hardware. They stored MC cases on the
GPU and used a vertex program to compute surface intersection
points. They also used a span-space data-structure similar to [6] to
enhance the cell classification phase in MC. Their method shows
a speedup order of 13 over the naive algorithm. We used the hash
function of [18] to find surface cubes from their hash signature.
This proves as effective as Johansson’s method but does not have
the extra storage and slow search time of a span-space data struc-
ture.

In a recent work by Tatarchuk et al. [16] they implemented an
iso-surface extraction algorithm using DirectX. They used graphics
hardware to visualize medical data. They maximized utilization of
SIMD units on the GPU by separating their polygonization (which
is a hybrid of marching cubes and marching tetrahedra) into two
phases: Fast cube tetrahedralization and a marching tetrahedra pass.
Each input voxel position is dynamically computed in the vertex
shader, then they used the geometry shader and stream-out features
of DirectX 10 to tessellate voxels into six tetrahedra spanning the
voxel cube. However their method is limited to volume datasets.

Kipfer and Westermann [11] proposed a GPU-accelerated
Marching Tetrahedra algorithm that stores the topology of the sur-
face in the GPU. They used a span-space interval tree to cull tetra-
hedral elements that don’t intersect with the surface. Caching edge-
surface intersections helped them to avoid redundant calculations.
For computing edge-surface intersections they used linear interpo-
lation for finding roots along each edge which is less accurate and
degrades the quality of the output mesh.

None of the proposed methods used a modeling framework to
define their input data in a hierarchical structure like the Blobtree.
They either used volume data or an ad-hoc implicit function to
represent the underlying volume. Volume data will make the pro-
cess much easier; since data samples can be pre-loaded into texture
memory on the GPU and applying corresponding texture coordi-
nates they can be fetched without CPU intervention. In addition all
proposed methods are parallelizing the final step of MC which is
triangulating the cubes. None of the accelerated methods consider
using surface tracking methods but rather they applied complete
space partitioning which results in lots of redundant cubes process-
ing. Our main contribution is introducing parallelism to the early
stages of the algorithm by dividing the bounding box containing
the entire model between cores. Then each core will process it’s
associated sub-volume completely and independent of others. This
fact enabled our method to achieve higher speedup ratios as com-
pared to previous works that accelerated polygonization on multi-
core CPUs.

3 ALGORITHM

Our proposed algorithm utilizes many processing-cores available in
modern CPUs. The concept of threads here is equivalent to an exe-
cution unit run at each core. The algorithm will be divided to three
phases. The following sections will discuss each phase followed by
the analysis of the algorithm.

3.1 Initialization

In this step the Blobtree nodes will be divided to skeletal primitives
and operators. The goal of initialization is to compute a non-shared
sub-volume per each thread containing part of the manifold to be



polygonized independently of others. This step is not a bottleneck
in the system and should be finished in constant time.

1. Each skeletal primitive si is associated with a list of grid inter-
nal points ϕi, which has at least one element and each element
must be either on or very close to the primitive’s skeleton.

2. The axis-aligned bounding box of the entire model is com-
puted. First the bounding volume of each skeletal primitive
is computed using the skeleton and iso-distance. Tree nodes
will modify bounding boxes accordingly by taking the union,
intersection or difference between primitive’s bounding vol-
umes.

3. Divide the bounding box of the entire model into ”thread vol-
umes”, one thread volume for each physical thread available
on the processor.

4. Each thread volume is then associated with a list of voxels.
For each list of voxels we will generate an associated list of
triangles.

3.2 Capturing disjoint surfaces

The first problem is to guarantee a surface seed point γi for each
primitive si. This is to ensure that no disconnected part of the man-
ifold will be missed by the algorithm running for each thread vol-
ume and will be executed in constant time. Points with field values
greater than the iso-value are considered to be ”inside” the model.
Capturing a disjoint part of the surface involves finding a seed point
on that surface as stated in [2] for continuation method. In this step
of the algorithm we find a seed point for each disjoint part by check-
ing all skeletal primitives intersecting the current thread volume:

1. For each threading volume tv, we consider S = {s1,s2, ...,sq},
the set of all primitive nodes in the Blobtree whose bounding
box intersects tv.

2. For each element si in S, all internal points in ϕi are checked
against tv. Once a point found which is inside tv, rays are fired
starting from that point to each corner of tv. If no internal
points inside tv is found, the rays are shot from the center of
tv to all its corners.

3. We use root finding methods to find a seed point on the sur-
face inside tv. If a method is used which needs first derivative
of the model e.g. Newton-Raphson; we use a numerical ap-
proximation to the gradient which is introduced in [17]. This
way we don’t need explicit calculation of gradient for skele-
tal primitives and our method can be used for general implicit
surfaces or volume data.

4. At this point, some primitive nodes may not have seed points.
For each si with no seed point, another ray is shot from its
internal point to each skeleton point of si. We then repeat step
(c) until each list of potential internal points ϕi is resolved to
one seed point.

3.3 Triangulation

The second problem is to find all cubic voxels intersecting the iso-
surface inside each thread volume.

1. The seed point on the surface inside the current tv is used as
the origin of a local coordinate system. A cubic voxel of the
defined size is created at the origin and added to the current
list of voxels V.

2. Field values at all corners of each intersecting voxel in V are
computed and, for each edge that intersects with the surface
(i.e. each edge that has one inside and one outside endpoint),
the three neighboring cubes to that edge are added to V, pro-
vided that they are inside tv.

3. For each voxel, the hash function in [18] is used to generate
appropriate triangles from that configuration. All generated
triangles are added to T. To avoid ambiguous cases we divide
each cube to six tetrahedra and produce triangles in each one.

Finally, the list of triangles produced for each thread volume
is merged into a global list and then passed to the renderer. We
avoid using a shared triangle container between thread volumes
since writing to it will impose using locks that will slow down the
process.

4 ANALYSIS

Using a space partitioning algorithm field values are evaluated at
the vertices of a regular voxel grid. This is done by traversing the
Blobtree for each point which is an expensive process. When poly-
gonizing [18] a model using a cellular grid, this process has to be
repeated on the order of O(n3) times, where n is derived from the
cell size parameter as follows:

n = max(sideo f modelboundingbox)
cellsize

Using conventional marching-cube [12] style methods, the cost
of field evaluations will be the bottleneck of the system. We avoid
redundant space subdivisions that will slow down the surface search
by applying continuation method to each thread volume. The only
problem that might arise in some cases is stitching the mesh along
boundaries of the tv; since we are going to render the mesh directly,
this will not produce visual defects.

We tested our system on a quad-core machine with 2GB of RAM
in which each core running at 2.66GHz. Although our system sup-
ports hyper-threading but the charts are produced using only actual
hardware threads. Our implementation is based on Intel Thread-
ing Building Blocks which as an open-source library for managing
thread scheduling and parallelism on multi-core architectures.

Figure 1 shows the building model we created with Blobtree
structure containing 2550 nodes. Among these number of nodes
1274 were skeletal primitives and the other 1276 were operators.
The following performance charts used this model as the base of
comparison.
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Figure 2: Comparison of performance for rendering each frame at
different cell-sizes. blue, red and green bars represent MC, Continu-
ation and Parsip respectively. Vertical axis shows logarithmic render-
ing time in hundreds of seconds.

Figure 2 compares logarithmic rendering times for our building
model. On horizontal axis we decrease cell-size parameter for all
polygonizers. The performance gain is due to high utilization of



CPU cores. Given that the first step of our algorithm takes con-
stant time and the second step depends on the number of skeletal
primitives, the first two steps have very small contribution to the
rendering time. Our profiler logs show that field value evaluations
are still the bottleneck of the system. Using cache nodes in Blob-
tree as stated in [14] will result in some performance gain but the
quality of the output mesh will depend on cache size.
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Figure 3: Comparison of field value evaluations per triangle at differ-
ent cell-sizes. blue, red and green bars represent MC, Continuation
and Parsip respectively.

Since the surface tracking method is applied to each thread vol-
ume, there is no need to use span-space data structures like [6] to
cull cubes with no intersection. This fact saved us lots of memory
as compared to MC, MT style methods. The only data-structure
that is kept while processing each thread volume is a corner hash
table that is freed as soon as a thread volume is processed. Fig-
ure 3 compares number of field value evaluations per each triangle
produced in the output mesh. At it can be seen from the chart, our
algorithm managed to reduce number of redundant field evaluations
significantly by caching field values and reusing them in adjacent
cubes. Finally figure 4 shows the effect of spawning more threads
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Figure 4: Number of threads vs. Polygonization time in milliseconds.

running in parallel inside the application’s thread pool. This figure
shows that our method is scalable to the number of available pro-
cessing cores. Adding more threads than the number of available
processing cores will have no effect on the overall performance in
the system.

5 CONCLUSION

We have presented a system for polygonizing models that use
skeletal implicit primitives organized as a Blobtree structure. Our
method uses the parallel processing power available on multi-core
CPUs. We have avoided unnecessary field evaluations by applying

a continuation method and tracking the surface from a seed point.
The algorithm captures all disjoint surface parts by using internal
skeletal points and searching the surface inside each thread volume
starting from those points. Our profiling analysis shows a speedup
of at most 10x when compared to a serial continuation method and
60x when compared to a classic marching cubes method.

6 FUTURE WORK

For future work we would like to integrate our polygonizer in a
sketch-based modeling system such as shapeshop [15]. We are also
interested in profiling our algorithm on a many-core architecture
where there is a large collection of hardware threads and process-
ing resources. On the other hand we would like to extend the range
of primitives that can be incorporated in our Blobtree framework.
Measuring the performance of our polygonizer while having colli-
sion detection enabled for animation is another possibility.
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